
Free Standing Cover Plate Joint 

INSTALLATION GUIDE 

Free Standing Cover Plate Joint is delivered fully assembled and is ready to install.  

 

General Notes 

• Orientation of joint on joint line – set with 30mm top plate on the first pour side 

where possible 

• At laps – put in a 2.5mm gap between the adjacent top plates of armour joint 

 

1. Install site concrete to suit joint line. 10Mpa, 400mm wide x 100mm deep. 

2. Locate 4 way junctions, ensuring they are orientated to suit pour sequencing.  30mm 

top plate section of each joint arm to match the first pour side of each joint line. 

3. Lay Armour Joint out on line of joint.  The sheet metal divider plate creates the joint 

and should be set to the joint line. Orientate the joint with the 30mm top plate to the 

first pour side.  

4. Starting from the junction, set out the joint accurately, leaving a 2.5mm gap between 

each adjacent section at the lap. 

5. Use 8x60 screw bolt for fixing joint to site concrete.  Set screw bolts to the outside 

edge of the slot.  Leave screw bolt head 20mm proud of the foot so that shims can be 

installed under the support brackets 

6. Proceed with the next section by bolting together the lapped bars using the supplied 

fixings.  Ensure that all sections are level and that a true line is being maintained.  

7. Once all sections have been temporary fixed in place, setting to finished floor level 

can commence. Shim to finished floor level ensuring the 100mm flat bar top plate is 

level across the joint. Tighten screw bolts down and recheck that the top plate is level 

across the joint, and a 2.5mm gap is maintained between adjacent sections. 

8. Take time and care to ensure that the top edges of the steel are accurately set to 

finished floor level.  This is the most crucial part of the installation process with this 

system (next to finishing the concrete).  Ensuring all components are plumb and level 

will help ensure a good finished result.  

9. Placement of the concrete can now start.  Good concreting practices should be 

maintained at all times.  This includes adequate vibration around both sides of the 

Steel Edging, and ensuring all excess slurry is removed from all joints.  

 

Canzac Group Ltd highly recommends that 

a. The main contractor arrange a pre-pour meeting with all parties involved to discuss 

what is required, and any likely change in procedures with the Armour Joint System.    

b. That the concrete placers have a dedicated person to remove any slurry build up 

over the steel during the final finishing.  Note that for long serviceability of the 

concrete, it is important to keep the top surface of the steel clean.  Any concrete left 

on the steel will be subjected to removal by traffic and an untidy appearance.   
 

Should you or your staff have any queries regarding the Free Standing Cover Plate Joint 

System, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 


